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ABSTRACT

This report presents the theory of the multipactor effect and applies

it to the problem of transmitting high power levels through waveguides

operating at low gas pressures. The multipac.'or effect is a secondary

electron resonance phenomenon. As such, it can occur only for certain

combinations of operating conditions. Charts are presented showing

the operating conditions which lead to the multipactor effect in its

various modes. Itis shown that onlythe high order breakdown modes

are of concern for ordinary waveguide operation. The theory shows

that breakdown in the higher order modes is possible only for certain

very restricted ranges of peak voltage. Therefore, it is quite unlikely

that multipactor b1'eakdown will actually occur in an ordinary rectan-

gular waveguide. -ince published experimental measurements of the

multipactor breakdown conditions agree very well with the theory

presented here, this theory can be usedwith a high degree of confidence

in making predictions of multipactor breakdown possibilities.

El Seguado Operations
AEROSPACE CORPORATION

El Segurnlo, California
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

An important design consideration in system.J utilizing hnilow waveguides

operating at low gas pressures and high RF power levels is the prevention of

breakdown due to the s,-i-calle(, multipactor effect, or secondary electron

resonance. The multipactor effect becomes the d-ominant high-frequency

breakdown mechanism for pressures at which the mean free path of a free

electron exceeds the spacing between the broad walls of a rectangular wave-

guide operating in the dominant TE mo0ie.,

A brief qualitative description of the multipactor effect starts with the

assumption that there are a few free electrons present in a wavaguide filled

with gas at a low pressure. Under the influence of the applied RF electric

field, practically every electron crosses the guide without colliding with a

gas molecule. Upon striking the waveguide wall; secondary electrons are

emitted with a certain statistical probability. For most materials the sec-

ondary emlssion yield (I. e. , the total nu-nber of emitted secondary electrons

per unit time, divided by the total number of incident electrons per unit time)

becomes greater than unity if the impact energy of the incident electrons is

sufficiently high. If the transit time of an electron acros. the g.tide is equal

to one-hal' the period of an RF cycle (or, more generally, any odd multiple

of a half-period), then the number of electrons crossing back and forth in

synchronism with the applied RF field increases very rapidly in avalanche

fas'hion. Further transmission of RF energy is disrupted as a result.

After a briel discussion of previous investigations of the multipactor effect in

Section 2, Sections 3 and 4 present the detailed theory of the multipacto,

effect. This theory is freely drawn from the published work of K. Krebs and

his co-workera in Germany. Of the analytical work published to date on this

effect, the work of Krebs and his co-workers stands out as the most complete
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and the most nearly free of simplifying assumptions. A brief discussion of

expernimental results follows in Section 5, after which a series of calculations

appropriate to high-power waveguide operation is presented in Section 6.

Some conclusions are discussed in Section 7.
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SECTION 2

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE MULTIPACTOR EFFECT

The multipactor effect was first investigated by Farnsworth (Ref. 1) who

proposed using it to achieve electron beam amplification, an application for

which more convenient techniques have since been developed. However, the

multipactor effect has become an im- rtant consideration in. the microwave

range of frequencies. Certain power losses in transit-time tubes have been

traced to this effect (Refs. 2, 3, and 4). The utilization of this effect to

achieve voltage stabilization or power limiting in an RF circuit has been

proposed (Ref. 5). Another application which has been investigated is fre-

quency rnultiplication, since the multipactor current has a high harmonic

content (Ref. 6). The extremely rapid buildup of the multipactor effect

makes it attractie for duplexing and switching applications (Ref. 7).

Considerable work has been done on the purely analytical and experimental

aspects of the multipactor effect. A simplified theory was worked out in

1948 by Gill and von Engel (Ref. 8), who also presented some experimental

results. Their theory suffers from the unrealistic assumption that the

velocity of emission and the velocity of impact for electrons participating in

the multipactor effect ha're a constant ratio. Two 'ater papers by Hatch and

Williams (Refs. 9 and 10) are based on this theory of Gili and ,,on Engel and

present more extensive calculations and experimental results. Probably the

most extensive and caleful iiivestigatiors of the multipactor effect have been

those carried out by K. Krebs and his co-workers in Germany. In an analyt-

ical paper published in 1 "55 (Ref. 1 1), Krebs and Meerbach presented a one-

dimensional analysis of the multipactor effect between parallel planes. The

analysis, which, is free from the unrealistic assumption made by Gill and von

Engel, is worked out in painstaking detail and form- the basis for all of the

later papers of Krebs. The velocity distribution and density of the secondary

-3-
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electrons were investigaced experimentally and reported in a paper published

in 1956 (Ref. 12). Investigations of frequency multiplication by means of the

multipactor effect were published by K,-ebs in 1959 (Ref. 6). The excitation

of resonators by the multipactor current was also described in a separate

paper (Ref. 13). Extensive experimental investigations in the decimeter

wavelength range were published in 1962 (Ref. 14). A recent paper by Krebs

and Kossel (Ref. 15) presents additional experimental results, which provide

additional confirmation of the theory presented in the 1955 paper (Ref. 11).

In some fundamental respects the predictions of this theory differ essentially

from corresponding predictions based upon the theory of Gill and von Engel.

The difference is due to the less restrictive initial assumptions, and experi-

mental :esults to a large extent confirm the validity of the analysis ,)f Krebs

and Meerbach. This analysis will, therefore, be used as the basis for dis-

cussion in the remainder of this report.

-4
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SECTION 3

ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS CF THE MULTIPACTOR EFFECT

3. 1 THE DETERMINATION OF BREAKDOWN REGIONS AND
ELECTRON ARRIVAL PHASES

It i3 assumed that a homogeneou3 RF electric field of angular frequency W _s

applied between two parallel plates whose secondary emission ratio, which

is a function of the impact energy of the incidenat electrons, becomes greater

than unity for sufficiently large values of impact energy. The spacing between

plates is denoted by a, the peak field intensity by U 0 /a, and the x coordinate

is measured normal to the plates U0 is the peak voltage across the plates.

In the case of a rectangular ,aveguide operating in the dominant TE01 mode,

the electric field is everywhere in the direction normal to the broad walls of

the guide. its amplitude varies sinusoidally across the guide, having its

maximum value at the center of the guide and falling to zero at both narrow

side walls., Hence, a free electron in a hollow guide will be accelerated by

the electric field ;-n a direction normal 'o the broad walls and a ,-ne-

dimensional theory will be sufficient- Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of

the problem and shows qualitatively several different electron trajectories

for different emission ,-hases. These will be discussed in connection with

the analysis to be presente-1.

To determine multipactor starting conditions, it is sufficient to focus attention

on a single electron moving under the influence of the applied RF electric

field. The time tO at which this electron is emitted from one plate and the

time tA at which it arrives at the opposite plate correspond to the phase

angles o0 = Wt0 and oA = WtA# respectively. The equation of motion of the

electron is

U
• e 0.

x -- sin cot (1)
m a
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Figure 1. Electron Trajectories Between Parallel Plates (from Annalen der Phy' ik,
Band 15, 1955, p. 190)



A first integration yields

k -- f kdt + v e -(cos 00 - cos 0) + v
0S Z S

where e and -n are the charge and mass of the electron (e/m - 1. 76 X 1011

coulomb/kg), v5 is the velocity of emission of the electron, and the phase

S= wt replaces the tim e t a s the va riable. In reality , secondary electron s

are emitted with a velocity distribution which peaks at electron energies of

a few electron volts. The charact.:ristic:, of the distribution vary with the

emitting material and the impact cnergy of the incident electrons (Refs. i6

and 17). In this anit!ysis, a definite value v is assumed for the emission

velocity, which one may interp et as the most probable value. The assump-

tion of a velocity distribution would seriously complicate the analysis.

Integrating Eq. (2) for one complete traversal of the guide yields

t-A jAeUv 
eU 0

a = x dt= 2 do= --- cos 0 + s)(A - - 2 (sin sin
fmw a 0m a

00

(3)

At this point Krebs and Meerbach ir.troduce dimensimnless ratios, which per-

mit subsequent computed results to apply to a wide variety of cases. The

quantities U and U (having the dimensions of voltage) are defined as

U m (4)
s 2 e s

2 2U mw a
e (5)
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and the dimensionless ratios • and y are defined as

U 0
= -- f (6)

U

U
Y (7)

U

Equation (3) may now be rewritten au

C= ( cos 00 + 47'•)(OA- 0o) - P(sin OA - sin 00) (8)

where all quantities are now dimensionless. This equation implicitly yields

the arrival phase tA as a function :)f emission phase #O for assumed values

of P and y (i. e. , peak RF electric field and initial velocity of emission). The

case y = 0 was computed by Krebs and Meerbach for various values of A.

Their results are reproduced in Figure 2. The normalizing voltage U can

be expressed as

U 2 2. 020 X 10 7(a) volts

(9)
= 2. 244 x 10- 2(f a) 2 volts (f in Mc, a in cm)

Figure 2 shows that #A has solutions even in the region from 1P0 = 0 to

00 = - ir/2, when the emitted electron experiences a force that drives it back

toward the emitting surface. Furthermore, for certain ranges of value of p0

the corresponding solution for OA is multiple-valued. Both of these circum-

stances are due to the implicit assumption that the applied field exists for a!l

values of x, and that the planes x = 0 and x = a act as ideal grids permitting

electrons to flow past these planes- The multiple-valued solutions for OA

-8-
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Figure 2. Arrival and Return Phases, o A and o R, for 0

(from Annalen der Physik, Band 15. 1955. p. 191)
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correspond physically to an electron which oscillates about the position of the

arrival plane x = a (trajectory a in Figure 1). An electron that is emitted

between 0 - •r/2 and 00 = 0 has an initial negative acceleration and reaches

the opposite wall only after passing the starting plane x = 0 once more (trajec-

tory b in Figure 1). In order for an electron to act ially reach the opposite

wall, one of the following two conditions must be fulfilled, where OR denotes

the phase angle at which a hypothetical electron following a trajectory of type

b in Figure I returns to the starting plane x = 0:

OA real, OR not real

(10)
and real, with R >A

The first of these two possibilities corresponds to an electron which leaves

the plane x = 0 and is drawn to the opposite plane x = a without returning to

x = 0. either before or after the time of arrival at x a. The second corre-

sponds to an electron which leaves x = 0, reaches x = a without returning to

x = 0, but, due to the fact that this rnmthematical formulation allows electrons

to pass freely through the planes x = 0 and x a, reaches x = 0 again at a

later time. In reality, whenever an electron reaches either of the planes

x = 0 and x = a, it irmlpacts against a solid wall and its trajectory is thereby

terminated. The case when OA and are both real with OR < A must be

excluded here on pbtsical grounds, since this case corresponds to an electron

which returns to the plane x = 0 one or two times (trajectories b and c in

Figure 1) before crossing to the plane x = a. The trajectory would, of course, t

end upon the first return to x = 0.

Thus, consideration of the f'eturn phase OR is essential to an understanding of

the multipactor effect. An equatlan relating OR to 00 may be obtained by

setting a = 0 an.2 replacing OA by OR in Equation (3). The result is:

osnR = - sin-o (11)

-10-
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Using this equation, Krebs and Meerbach have computed corresponding pairs

of values OR and 00 for various values of the parameter N1270. The results

are given in Figure 3. It can be seen that there are two values (1. 10 and

1.26) of \f•-/p for which the solution of Equation 011) consists of a single

point instead of a contour., For values

N 2y/P > 1 26 (12)

there exist no real solutions for 0R' regardless of the starting phase 0".

This is easy to understand, since for small values of applied electric field

(i. e. , small values of P) the initial velocity vs of an electron becomes rela-

tively more important. For a suffi.:iently high value of v5 (namely, a value

for which %,!-YIP > 1.26) the electron does not return to the plane x - 0,

regardless of the starting phase 00. Equation (11) also has the trivial solu-

tion 0 R = 00 for all values of N\!y7/P. This solution is meaningless and is

disregarded.

The -y = 0 curve of Figure 3 is drawn in Figure 2 as the dashed curve. The

lower limit of the range of 0 within which multipactor breakdown can occur

is 00 = 0, since for o0 < 0 there are solutions for oR such that 0R <0A'

violating conditions (10), Physically, this corresponr'; to the fact that an

electron with zero initial velocity at the plane x - 0 will be drawn toward

negative values of x if 0 < 0. The upper limit of the breakdown range of 0

for 03 <-0.5 is 00 = ri/2. For o0 > iT/2 and 13 >-,0. 5. Figure 2 shows that

there are solutions OR >OA In general, then, the effective range of is a

function of P (i. e. , applied RF electric field intensity). This effective range

will be further restricted by considerations of phase focusing to be discussed

in Section 3. 2.

As discussed in Section 1, in order to initiate miltipactor breakdown, an

electron must arrive at the plane x = a at a phase o A which, as seen from

the plane x = a, lies within an effective range of phaae for which newly

-11-
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Figure 3. Return Phase ,OR for Various Vaiue,3 of the Parameter %'iy/p
(from Annalen der Physik, Band 15, 1955, p. 193)



emitted electrons will reach the plane x - 0. Thus, the effective ranges of
arrival phase oA,. denoted by BA i Figure 2, are si,-nply the effective range

of departure phase o,0 denoted by B 0 , displaced by odd m,:ltiples of -r. Thus,

BA -- B0 + nzrr n = 1, 3, 5,..

In Figure 2, the boundaries of the ranges BA are given by the intersection of

the boundaries of B0 with the straight lines 0 A = 00 + ni-r. The regions of

interest for the multipactor effect are the rectangular areas in Figure 2

which have been left without cross-hatching (drawn for P < --0. 5).

A computed exan.pie for a case when -y ý 0 is given in Figure 4. The values

assumed are y -: 6.4 x 10-3 and i 0. 32, corresponding (for a value

U 1000 volts) to an emission energy of 6. 4 electron volts and a peak RF

voltage of 320 volts., For the case of an X-band waveguide, U is in the

neighborhood of 2 X 106 volts, which would yield extremely small values of

y and f3, even for high- )ower operation. However, returning to the computed

case of Krebs and Meerbach, the effect of the non-zero initial velocity is to

shift the lower limit of the effective range of 00 to a value o C ý -1, as can be

seen from Figure 4. Thus, fo- -1 < 00 < 0. when a retarding field is applied,

an electron with 6. 4 electron volts of energy at emission still reaches the

plane x = a without returning to the plane x = 0. For 00 < -1, the electron

Would be drawn backward to negative values of x, and then pass the plane

x = 0 once more before reaching the plane x = a. I hus, for such a value of

0 there e',ist two solutions o < 1* (tra)ectory c in Figure 1). In reality,

such an electron would have its trajectory terminated at the first return to

x = 0. The upper boundary of the effective range of 00 is given by that value

at which the 0 R curve becomes tangent to the vertical, in the prese ,t case at

a value of O0 slightly in excess of Tr/2.

The critical values o0 k of the starting Ahase c00 at which the o R curve becomes

tangent to the v-ertical have been computed as a function of the parameter

-13-
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Effective Breakdown Regions and the 'rinciple of Phase Focusing
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23 ,\ - and are plotted in Figure 5. For the case of large values of 01/ 2 -,

Ok approaches tl-e limiting value

00k 3 (13)

3.2 PHASE FOCUSING

As seen from the plane x = a, the starting phase o' of a secondary electronf5 0
is effectiveiv related to the arrival phase of the corresponding primary

electron as seen from the plane x = 0 by a simple phase reversal due to the

reversal in direction of travel of the secondary electron as compared to the

arriving primary electron:

O 1 A- 0 - ,Tr n = 1, 3 5, (14)

The starting phase 0' is conveniently obtained graphically or. Figure 4 by

projecting the arrival phase oA horizontally on the straight line 0 + nnr. By
I ff

repeating this p.ocess, a series of successive starting phases 00. 00, €00

" - . is obtained, based upon the starting phase 00 df the original0 0

electron assumed to be 4Ti/9 in the example of Figure 4. The successive

starting phases correspond to the successive traversals of the interelectrode

space by the descendants of the original electron. A series of starting phases

is obtained which approaches the point SI (the intersection of the 0 A "s 00

curve with the st,-aight line o0 + T) corresponding to the phase designated as

os. The point S1 is said to be "phase pure' ; electrons starting at this phase

from either of the plares x = 0 and x = a reach the opposite plane at the same

phase o , as seen from the opposite plane. This, then, is the phase about

which phase focusing takes place. A bunching occurs whereby the electrons

form themsclves into a sheet of charge which crosses back and forth between

x -- 0 and x = a with ever-increasing density, leading to multipactor break-

down.. The center of the sheet always leaves either plane at the phase os" In

-15-
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the case of a higher-order moltipactor mode, there will be more than one

sheet sirrltaneoksiv" present between the electrodes.

It may easily be seen that the second intersection point, S5Z is also phase

pure. However, the corresponding starting phase is not stable; an electron

starting at a phase deviating slightly from this phase will result in later

secondary electrons with a succession of starting phases which diverge from

the phase corresponding to the point S Successive starting phases will

sooner or later end up either at point S or in an ineffective range of 0

This can be seen by applying the same grapnical procedure again.;

In practical cases, it can be shown that an ineffective range of o0 will always

exist. According to Equation (2), making use of the definitions of Equations

(4), (5), (6),. and (7), the arrival or impact velocity vA is given by

"," [•7•P(cos 00 - cos OA) + 1] (I5a)

or, expressed in electron volts,

U 1 ~oO cs A 1 (151))
AU[ýE--•,_ (Cos 0•0 - Cos OA) + ]

Thus, small values of 0/%2-y correspond to small values of impact energy.

However, the impact energy must be sufficiently high to assure that the

secondary emission ratio 6 will exceed unity. Minimum impact energies of

the order of 100 eV are required for most metals. The emissiorn velocity of

the secondar,- electrons is assumed to have an average value corresponding

to 10 eV. The term (cos0 - cos OA) can assume a maximum value of 2.

Making these substitutions into Equation (15b) yields

10F2+ i1 > 100 (16)

-17-



leading to the following requirement for P!/%-y:

( > (17)

in order that multipactor breakdown can occur at all. However, according to
Equation (12) and Figure 3, ineffective ranges of 00 cease to exist only for
,/%T.- < 1/1.26 A 0.8. Thus, in actual cases of multipactor breakdown,

ineffective ranges of 0 always exist.

The criterion for stability of a phase pure point can be expressed in terms of

the slope of the 0A curve at such a point. Only those phase pure points are

stable for which

S<1 (18)

A multipactor breakdown will take place about the phase os corresponding to

such a point. For the onset of this breakdown, only a single electron is

initially necessary. For the maintenance of the breakdown the extent of the

range of 00 that is focused to the phase os is unimportant. To compute the

phase pure points os as a function of P and y, the substitutions o0 o s and

CA s + nw are made in Equation (8). yielding

I = (P cos s + %TI)nw + 2 Psin s (19)

This is then solved for 0 :

1(1- 2*sp ( - n + a rc tan- n 1. 3, 5 .... (20)

V4+ n irf

-18-



3.3 IMPACT ENERGY

The inDact energy of phase-focused electrons can be obtained from Equation

(15b) by setting o0 = os and oA o s + w, and normalizing the result by dividing

by the voltage UL defined in (5) The result is

UA/U P%'2 cos s+ (21)

where os is given by Equation (20). As discussed in Section 3. 2, this impact

energ, must exceed a certain value of the order of 100 eV in order for the

secondary emission ratio 6 to exceed unity.

3 4 CRITICAL VOLTAGE AMPLITUDES FOR THE INITIATION AND
EXTINCTION OF MULTIPACTOR BREAKDOWN

An alternative graphical presentation of multipactor breakdown regions plotted

on y and P axes i3 given in Figure 6. The effective region is the area which

is free of any diagonal cross-hatching. Contours of constant values of r and
U8

UA/C are plotted within th'ý effective region. The operating point for a

given pbysical situation is easily obtained on this chart, since a knowledge of a,

W. U 0 and U permits the computation of U *, -j, and P.

SS
In order for phase focusing to take place. .5 s determined from Equation (20)

must be real-valued. i. e. . the argument of the arc cos function must not

exceed unity. Thus, phase pure points exist only for sufficiently large values

of P. In general. there will then be two values of o due to the douhle sign

appearing in Equation (20), The minus sign corresponds to the point S1I of

Figure 4., while the plus sign corresponds to S2 .. For the one particular

value fe of

7I - nir%12y (2
e 24 + 2 2

-19-
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Figure 6a. Enlarged Section of Figure 6, Showing the n 3 and n = 5 Cases
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there is only one solution for os" namely. 0s arc tan (2/nw) In the

represe-'ation of Figure 4. the OA-curve corresponding to this particular

value Pe would be tangent to the straight line 0 + nr. Thus. starting with a

low value of voltage amplitude such that P < P e no multipactor breakdown can

exist until the voltage is increased to the value corresponding to P = 0e of

Equation (22). Breakdown continues for values P > P3e up to a certair upper

limit, which wi!D be investigated in a later paragraph. The critical starting

amplitude U f,.7 the n I mode of breakdown is found from Equation (22) toe

be. in volts,

e * 5 . 4 3  [ 10 1 (22a)e eU -- La s

where U is expressed in volts. The critical 7alue Pe of P. given in Equation

(2Z), is plotted for n 1 1 in Figure 6 and forms the lower boundary, relative

to the P-axis,, of ý-,he multipactor breakdown region. Of course, breakdown

will occur only if, in addition, the impact energy given by Equation (21) is

sufficiently great. If the wall material., wall s! -.cing, and frequency are such

that the necessary impact energy is attained only for a value of P greater than

oe" then the appropriate contour of constant impact energy in Figure 6 will

form the lower boundary of the breakdown region.

The critical starting amplitude U for the higher order breakdown modes maye

be expressed as

U.02- t- i - 0.99 X 10

where U and U are both in volts. and n is an odd integer. The breakdown
e s

regions for the n - 3 and n - 5 mcdes are showr in Figure 6a.
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As 03 is increased beyond e3 = . a value is evelituall\ reached at which the

breakdown is extinguished. This can be seen from the present analysis As

P3 increases beyond P = e' , the two phase pure points SI and S2 start from the

single phase pure point corresponding to 13 - 0e and move apart in opposite

directions along the line 0 + nw. The one really essential point S moves

downward and toward the left in the representation of Fig-are 4 untý.I a partic-

ular value P3 = Pa is reached for wi.ich the starting and arrival phases 0s and

0Aof S begin to volate one of the conditions expressed in Equation (10Q) or

Equatica (18).

Condition (10) is violated when the starting phase os given by Equation (20)

becomes equal to the critical value 0 0k represented in Figure 5. Thus,

0 arc cos (I - ný'?-y) + arc tan-2 (23)Ok = nTr

This equation cannot be -xplicitly solved for P except for y = 0, when

Pa -1 /nwr. A numerical-graphical solution can, however,, be obtained and is

plotted in Figure 6 an P a (electron return according to Equation (10)).

To investigate the in:. ence of condition (18), the derivative dAi/do 0 is found

from differentiation of Equation (8). The substitutions 00 o s , 0a = 0s + nir are

made in the result, duie to the phase purity of the point SI. The result is

IdoA,. n r sin 0s + NI Ky /%

k-100 0 s0 2 Cos o + r2T7/ P24

Thi critical values . 0 sk for which !doA/ddo 0 1 are given by

nir sin , + \'2X/P
Scos +(25)
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For the plus sigi one obtains

arc tann2 (23)
sk n

which has the following values:

n = 1 3 5

Osk = 0. 564 0.206 0. 127

= 32.5 deg 11, 9 deg 7.3 deg

These values correspond to the condition of tangency between the OA curves

of Figures 2 or 4 and the straight lines 0 0 + nw, for the slop.- of the straight

lines is unity. No new information is gained here, therefore.

For the minus sign in Equation (25), a critical starting phase is determined
for which the phase pure point S1 becomes unstable for increasing P. Thus,

condition (18) is violated when the phase pure starting phase 0a given by

Equation (20) becomes equal to the critical value 0 sk given by Equation (25)

with the minus sign. Setting the two expressions equal to each other, one

obtains after some algebraic manipulation the resul!t

niT 2
a•2a - 2 -2 + 2 4(27)

which is plotted in Figure 6 as Pa (instability of oS according to Equation (18)).

Figure 6 shows that for the case n =: I (electron crossing in one-half cycle) a

relatively large effective amplitude range exists. Fspecially remarkable is

the rapid increase in this range as the assumed emission -,elocity increases

from zero.
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The higher-order breakdown modes (n = 3, 5, . . .) are possible only in

relatively restricted amplitude ianges, which also depend in a sensitive way

upon the assumed value of emission velocity. The velocity distribution of the

secondary electrons, which has beer. neglected in this analysis, will make the

existence of higher-order breakdown modes quite unlikely, since Figure 6

shows that different velocities of emission (such as exist in a velocity dis-

tribution) will correspond to different effective amplitude ranges. Thus. only

a small fraction of the emitted electrons may fall within the effective range of

y for a given P. Moreover, the smaller values of P appropriate to the higher-

crder modes lead to smaller impact energies according to Equation (21), often

eliminating the breakdown possibility.

The consequences of varying parameters other than U0 can also be determined

by the diagram of Figure 6. Changing either a or w while holding all other

parameters constan.t will change U * according to Equation (5), which will

change y and P by a common multiplicative factor. Hence, the operating

point in Figure 6 will move along an inclined straight line passing through

the origin.

-
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SECTION 4

ALTIERNATE REPRESENTATIONS OF BREAKDOWN CONDITIONS

The breakdown conditions can be portrayed in still other ways which are

convenient for certain purposes. Figure 7, taken from Reference 6,

represents the starting phase os of the phase pure points as a function

of a for varying values of,€. Only the solid portions of the curves enclosed

by the dotted curves are of significance. The dotted curves represent the

limiting conditions on phase focusing and electron reflection represented

by Equations (18) and (10). Only the n - 1 mode is plotted here. Still

another representation, which for practical applications is perhaps the most

useful, portrays existence regions for the multipactor effect plotted on axes

representing, respectively, peak RF voltage U and the product af of wallo

spacing a and operating frequency f. Such a representation is given in

Figure 8, computed for an emission energy of 5 eV. The critical starting

amplitude, expressed in terms of a and f, is easily found from Equation (22a)

for the n = 1 case:

-3 2 9(af)-U (8U = 6. 03 X 10 (af) - 0. 179{af)th-" (28)e 5

where a is in centimeters, f in Mc, and U in volts. Plotted to logarithmics

scales, Equation (28) will give a straight line. Corresponding starting

amplitudes for the higher order breakdown modes are likewise casily found

from Equation (22). The results for the first few higher order modes are:

-3 2n = 3: U = 2. 329 -, 10- (af) - 0. 207Z(af) NX." (28a)e 5

n = 5: U = 1.417 Ix 10-3(af)2 0 . 2101(af),U- (28b)
e s
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I- 7 U - 1 01! " i (at)a Z - 0. Z110(af) ,U (28c)

n = 9: U = 0. 792 X 10- 3 (af) 2  - 0. 2113(af)%'U- (28d)

e s

n = II: U 0.6483 '< 10-3(af) 2 - 0. 2115(af) sX (28e)

large n: U e 7, 14_3 x 10- 3(af)2 - 0. 2118(af)hNT (28f)
e n s

The critical starting amplitude as a function of af is represented in Figure 8

by the lines AB for the first few multipactor modes. The remaining boundaries

of the existence regions for the multipactor effect are: 1) the lines CD

determined by the phase stability condition expressed in Equation (18);

2) the lines DE determined by the condition g, erning electron return

expressed in Equation (10); and 3) the lines EL and CA representing, re-

spective'y, upper and lower limits on electron impact energy which define,

for any particular wall material, the range of impact energies over which

the secondary emission ratio 6 exceeds unity. All of the various parts of

the boundaries of the existence regions must be found by numerical caiculation,

using relations iriplicity relating U to af. An explicit expression for voltageo

amplitude as a function of af can be obtained only for the portions AB of the

boundary. It may be mentioned here that the portion DE of the boundary,

determined by the condition (10) governing electron return, does not appear

for the higher order modes for the range of impact energies considered in

Figure 8, namely 50 eV to 10, 000 eV. The sole condition governing the upper

critical voltage amplitude is condition (18) governing phase stability.

Figure 8 clearly shows how the effective amplitude range rapidly diminishes

for higher order multipactor modes. It is interesting to note that there is

no overlanping of the various existence regions, such as was found by Hatch

and Williams (Ref. 10), who started with the unfounded and incorrect as-

sumption that the ratio of impact velocity to emission velocity is a constant.
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The problenm as defined here is a conpletely detern.inistc one. An electron

upon being emitted will have its future course determined by the force of the

electric field acting upon it. Hence, it can follow only one trajectory and nct

one of several, which wvould be implied if the existence regions for the various

muitipactor modes did indeed overlap.

To investigate the way in which the existence regions change for different

assumed values of emission velocity, Krebs and Kossel (Ref. 15) have

performed computations for the n = 1 and n = 3 modes, assuming emission

velocities corresponding to 0, 5, and 10 eV. Their results are reproduced

in Figure 9. The designations of the various portions of the boundaries are

the same as those used in Figure 8. It can be seen that the regions cor-

responding to the three different emission veloities largely overlap for the

n = 1 mode. This would mean that if the operating point were chosen within

the overlap zone (e. g. , for the regions computed in Figure 9, within the cross-

hatched region corresponding to zero emission velocity, which region also

lies within the existence regions for the 5 and 10 eV cases) then practically

all electrons in the velocity distribution applicable to the secondary emission

process would be effective in contributing to multipactor breakdown. However,

the corresponding regions for the n = 3 mode diverge markedly for decreasing

values of af. This fact again strongly suggests that breakdown in higher order

modes is unlikely, since for the velocity distributions which occur in reality

only a fraction of the emitted electrons would be effective in contributing to

multipactor breakdown. The foregoing represents a feasibility argument

rather than a rigorous dernonstration, since the theory upon which the compu-

tations for the existence regions of Figure 9 were based assigns the same

unique emission velocity to each successive electron emission process in the

buildup of the multipactor effect.

Another interesting feature of the maltipactor effect deserves to be mentioned

here. According to the theory developed in Section 3 of this report, the impact

energy of electrons participating in multipactor breakdown increases with

2
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increasing values of af. This is most clearly shown by the curves of Figaure

8., Increasing the wall spacing a, for example, reouires a higher voltage

amplitude and yields a higher impact energy. To illustrate this point by

mean-s of a numerical example, suppose that 100 eV represents the impact

energy above which the secondary emission ratio for tVe particular wall

material used is greater than unity. Then, according to Figure 8, for values

of (af) from 100 to about Z00 Mc cm, the n = 1 oreakdown mode will indeed

occur as soon as the voltage amplitude is raised to the point which yields

an electron ii-npact energy of 100 eV. However, for values of (af) above - 200

Mc.crn, the contours of constant impact energy show that electrons partici-

pating in multipactor breakdown will possess impact er'ergies in excess of

100 eV. In fact, the impact energy increases very rapidly with (af), reaching

5, 000 eV for a value of (af) of about 700 Mc cm. Starting with a low value of

voltage amplitude below the critical starting amplitude and increasing this

value steadily, the secondary electrons which arrive at the opposite wall will

have steadily increasing impact energies. If (af)> - ,0 Mc -cm, breakdown

will not occur when the impact energy reaches 100 eV. This can be explained

by the fact that no phase focusing takes place for the corresponding values oi

p. In terms of the analysis of Section 3, the value of 03 is such that the argu-

ment of the arc cos function appearing in Equation- (20) for the emission phase

0s is not real. Therefore, in spite of the fact that somre electrons reach the

opposite wall with impact energies exceeding 100 eV, no breakdown occurs

as yet because of the lack of phase focusing. This means that the secondary

electrons produced upon impact and their descendants are largely lost by

eventually returning to their plane of origin instead of crossing over to the

opposite plane. This point constitutes another weakness of the theory of Gill

and von Engel (Ref. 7) and Hatch and Wil.ia-ms (ReL. 9)., who assume that

breakdown will occur as soon as electrons begin to impact with a value of

impact energy which yields a secondary emission ratio exceeding unity.
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SECTION 5

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE THEORY

Most of the papers deaing with the multipactor effect which have appeared in

the literature and which are listed at the end of this report contain a discussion

of experiniental work performed under various conditions. Almost without

exception, the breakdown was initiated between parallel plane electrodes

contained in an evacuated chamber. In some investigations (Refs. 8 through

12) glass chambers were ised, in other cases (Refs. 13, 14, and 15) micro-

wave resonators were used. Apparently no one has yet used ordinary wave-

guide in an experime .tal investigation. The resonator investigations were

confined to the n = 1 mode and showed excellent agreement with the theory

of Krebs and !Meerbach. In all cases, discrepancies between theory and

experiment could be satisfactorily explained by a consideration of field

fringing in the resonator gap where the breakdown was produced, by charge

accumulating on the enclosing glass walls, and by space charge effects. The

use of a resonator will, of course, substantially reduce the amount of power

required to establish a certain voltage amplitude between parallel walls. The

experimental work uf Krebs and Meerbach is confined solely to the n = 1 mode.

In Reference 15 Krebs and Kossel show how well their experimental results

-nd the results of Hatch and 1.illiams agree with the theory. They also show

how Hoover and Smither in some unpublitshed work using a linear accelerator

did indeed observe m",ltipactor breakdown in higher order modes. This is

apparently the only case known so far where a higher order breakdown mode

has been observed experimentally.

In conclusion, it may be stated de'finitely that experimental measurements of

multipactor bieakdown conditions confirnm with remarkable accuracy the theory

of Krebs and Meerbach. This theory may, therefore, be used with a high de-

gree of confidence in predicting breakdown possnilities in a practical system

design that makes use of high po.ier components op_. rating at low gas pressures.
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SECTION 6

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS APPLICABLE TO WAVEGUIDES

The theory of Section 3 may be used to predict br-.akdown conditions for

rectangular waveguides operating at high power levels and low gas pressures.

The well-known expression relating transmitted power P to peak electric

field amplitude Ermax at the center of a rectangular waveguide operating in

the dominant TE 0 1 mode is

P-•- 6. 63 X 10 4 ab (X(29)

max

where P is in watts, E niax is in volts per centimeter, the guide dirnenisiorz

a (narrow dimension) and b (wide dimension) are expressed in centimeters,

and X and X, are, respectively, the free space wavelength and the guide wave-g
length. The peak voltage U0 across the guide in volts is given by

0 max v 4 '.63x 1 0 V;
(30)

=38. 8\g{%p
[1 ( Z]1/4

where Xc is the cutoff wavelength and is equal to Zb for the TE 0 1 mode.

This equation reveals that, for a fixed power level P, U,. will remain es-

sentially constant regardless of the waveguide band used, since changing

bands will change a and b by the same factor, and since the operating wave-

length may be chosen to be the same fraction of the cutoff wavelength X .

c
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Actually, not all of the standard ETA waveguide sizes have a and b in exactly

the same ratio. The waveguides of this series have the ratio a/b 0 0. 5 with

the following exceptions:

Waveguide Designation I WR 284 WR 187 WR 137 WR I 0WR4=

Frequency Range (Gc) 2.60 3.:95 5 85 7,05 8. 20 18.00
to to to to to to

3,95 5.85 8.20 O10.00 , 12.40 26.50

Ratio a/b 0 472 0.466 0.453 0.443 0. 444 0.405

Equation (30) shows that operating close to cutoff results in a high peak

voltage U0 for a given power level F. In order to minimize U0 for a given

P it is desirable to operate as far fromn cutoff as possible without, of course,

permitting propagation in a higher order propagating waveguide mode. The

latter restriction limits the value of the factor II - (X/X )2] 1/4 to about

0. 92 and hence is not significant since this value is quite close to the zero

wavelength limit. Thus, for comparable operation (relative to cutoff) in

any waveguide band, the peak voltage will be at least

U0 = 38.8 X v' 472 X !T10.92 = z9.04fr (31)

where, again, P is in watts an.ý U is in volts. Figure 10 presents this
0

relation graphically. The foregoing discussion has disregarded the possibility

(cf a voltage standing wave ratio existing in the waveguide. The peak voltage

U0 will be increased by the factor I + IrI where In is the nagnitude of the

voltage reflection coefficient and is related to the voltage standing wave

ratio r by the equation

ri rT 1(32)

Curves for several values of r are also plotted in Figure 10.
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waveguide bands. Expressed in units of Mc - cm, this value will range

from about 1. 14 X( 104 to about 1...43 X 104 for the various standard waveguide

sizes, computed in each case for the highest practically usable frequency
4

For standard X-band guide (WR 90) the highest value o! af is 1. 26 X 10
4

for f = 12. 40 Gc. At f = 8. 20 Gc, the value of af is 0.83 )< 104. It is

interesting to observe the effect of varying frequency over the ueable

waveguide band for a particular waveguide. holding incident power constant.

The loci of operating points for standard X-band guide are plotted in Figure

8 with the various mu~tipactor mode existence regions. Corresponding loci

for other sizes of waveguide will practically coincide with these loci.

Several values of voltage standing wave ratio and incident pover are

assumed. It can be clearly seen from Figure 8 that in order to minimize

the danger of rmultipactor breakdown it is very desirable to operate near

the upper end of the usable waveguide frequency band. n normai waveguide

operation it is only the higher order multipactor breakdown modes which

may pose a problem. Of course, only extremely high power levels need t
cause any concern.

The divergence of the multipactor breakdown regions for various assunted

values of secondary emission velocity was discussed in Section 4 and is

illustrated in Figure 9. Thus, in addition to severely restricting the required

range of voltage ampiitude, gcing to a higher order mode has the additional

effect of eliminatinig from the avalanche breakdown process all but a fraction

of the secondary electrons that have emission velocities spread over a certain

range.

To gain some idea of the order of the breakdown mode involved in waveguide

multipactor breakdown, a simple numerical example can be given here.

Suppose it is required to transmit a peak power level of 250 kw. Waveguide

size is not important. According to Equation (31), peak voltage across rh-

guide will be 14, 500 volts for standing wave ratio r = 1 or 17,400 volts for
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A'A

r - I. 5 Assuming an emission energy of 5 eV and letting af = 1. 14 "X 10

as discussed in Section 0, then Equation (28f) shows that, for r = 1,. 5, the

peak voitage amplitude will lie 7.n the theoretical breakdown region for
4

n z 41! Even assuming r = 1 0 and af -" 0 83 X 10 , Equation (28f) shors

that the appropriate breakdown mode would be the n = 23 mode! Changing

the assumed transmitted peak power level to QO0 kw, the foregoing two

results become n = 3i and n = 17, respectively. Of course, breakdown

modes of such high order will have extremely small voltage amplitude

ranges for breakdownq. Clearly, for rectangular waveguides of ordinary

crors section, multipac r breakdown is extremely unlikely.

Because of the sinusoidal voltage amplitude distribution across the broad

dimension of a waveguide, it is not sufficient to locate the waveguide

operating point (based upon the peak value of voltage amplitude) between

the separated breakdown modes of Figure 8, since there will be operating

points for somewhat lower amplitudes off the guide center, which will in

general lie in the existence regions for one o, rr.more of the higher order

breakdown modes. The operating conditions must be chosen so that the

operating points for the peak voltage amplitude (at tiae guide center) and all

lower amplitudes are free of the existence regions for the multipactor

breakdown modes in the chart of Figure 8.,
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis presented in this report has shown that multipactor breakdown

can occur in various modes, each characterized by an electron transit time

equal to a certain odd number of half cycles of the propagating energy, The

results have been presented in several graphical forms. The only simplifi-

cation made in obtaining the breakdown conditions has been the assumption of

a unique emission velocity ior the secondary electrons, rather than a velocity

distribution. The analysis, originally due to Krebs and Meerbach, leads to

more realistic results than do previous analyses that made use of additional

simplifyLng assumptions. Exptrimental measurements have confirmed the

quantitative predictions of this theory with remarkable accuracy. The theory

can, therefore, be used with a high degree of confidence in predicting multi-

pactor breakdown possibilities.

In general, breakdown in the high order breakdown modes is difficult to

achieve because of the much narrower ranges of values of voltage amplitude

required for breakdown. These ranges of values are so restricted that, to

a large extent, they do not even overlap for different assumed values of

emission velocity. This makes breakdown in the higher order modes even

less likely because of the velocity distribution of the secondary electrons.

The foregoing remarks apply to the problem of transmitting high power levels

through a rectangular waveguide at iow gas pressure. Because o1 the relation-

ship between waveguide size and operating frequency, the operating point is

so located in the breakdown charts that only the higher order breakdown mcwodes

are of concern. It appears that breakdown is quite unlikely in ,his case

because of the high order of the mode involved and the exceedingly restricted

range of voltage amplitude required for breakdown.
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